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 Just sign in on Bovada site, pick one of the slots games from above and spring 

into action immediately.
 You could scroll through the seemingly endless list of 130+ games, or skip stra

ight to the most popular online slots.
777 Deluxe has a big following with people who like classic Vegas-style slots wi

th modern elements.
 You could also opt to play it in Hot Drop Jackpot mode to try to win the hourly

, daily and super jackpots.
 This mature-content game lets you risk every payout you win for a shot to doubl

e it-something Cleopatra will be keen to celebrate.
 Gold Rush Gus is so popular that a sequel was created: Gold Rush Gus and the Ci

ty of Riches.
 They feel similar to a video game, especially the original Gold Rush Gus, which

 has a skill-testing bonus round where you navigate a handcar on a treacherous m

ining rail in exchange for gold coins.
 It&#39;s a lot of fun and definitely worth playing for when you&#39;re in the m

ood for something very engaging.
After abruptly ending its old system in March, Meta announced Tuesday that it&#3

9;s expanding a test to pay short-form video creators. The company said it&#39;s

 inviting thousands of creators of Facebook Reels, its short-form video product,

 to be compensated based on the performance of their videos directly, not the ad

s surrounding them. The company did not share any details on how engagement woul

d translate into income. 
&quot;This means creators can focus on creating engaging content while we optimi

ze the ad experience for advertisers and people,&quot; a Meta spokesperson said 

via email. &quot;With a performance-based model, creators can focus on the conte

nt that&#39;s resonating with their audiences and helping them grow; advertisers

 get access to more ad inventory to reach more people; and people get a more con

sistent viewing experience with more relevant ads.&quot;
The company first announced that they would be conducting tests to pay Facebook 

Reels creators in February of 2022. At that time, the payouts were based on adve

rtising revenue share (like YouTube&#39;s), along with direct contributions from

 fans to creators. Today&#39;s announcement marks a departure from that test mod

el, as the company is now experimenting with payouts that are based on performan

ce of Reels that are surrounded by ads, rather than the ads&#39; performance. To

 be eligible to participate, creators must be over 18, based in specific countri

es, and in compliance with Facebook&#39;s partner and content monetization polic

ies. The opportunity is invite only.  
Despite these new changes, platform payouts to creators have historically been s

mall, and the vast majority of full-time creators rely on brand deals, consultin

g and entrepreneurship to stay afloat. 
Fortune interviewed six Reels creators earlier this year who participated in the

 Plays bonus program, who expressed confusion-and gratitude-for the payments fro

m Meta, with checks ranging from $0 to $6,000 per month. Meta quietly and abrupt

ly ended the program in March of this year, causing panic among some creators. 
&quot;The program wouldn&#39;t last forever, we knew that, but the fact that I&#

39;m taking an almost $100,000-a-year pay cut with only a few days notice is dir

ty,&quot; Azure MacCannell, a full-time video creator, texted Fortune at the tim

e. &quot;The Meta reps just keep saying to use the tools given (stars, subscript) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 -176 Td (ions, etc.) which are basically just begging followers for money, making Meta mo

ney in the process.&quot;
But when the Reels Play bonus program ended in March, MacCannell expressed disco

ntent relying on the previous iteration of Facebook Reels pay.  
&quot;Looking forward to a day when creators aren&#39;t taken advantage of!&quot

;
.
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 And many teams&#39;s not to a special teams or high-for-the Super-time and the 

games.
com.
 This weekend? Here&#39;s NFL, too Sunday we beat and the best.


